
We Are Santa’s Elves 
 
Make this as colorful and fun as you like.  Kazoos and elf hats are encouraged! 
 
Measure 5-8  Hands on belly, bounce and look around to singers around you  
   then find a fun pose and present your “elf-self” to the audience on  
   Measure 7 and hold. 
Measure 9-10  Thumbs to self, jazz hands to side face, face leans right and left.   
   Do each move on the beat. 
Measure 11-12  Flick fingers downward, going low to high, right, left, right, left, as  
   if placing things on a shelf. 
Measure 13  Clasp hands. 
Measure 14  Present hands forward, palms up. 
Measure 15-16  As before. 
Measure 17-20  Everyone mimic working or building using saws, hammers,   
   screwdrivers, painting, etc., all in a rhythmic manner. 
Measure 21-22  Right hand, palm up, present towards right, left hand at side.  Then  
   left hand, palm up, present towards left, right hand at side. 
Measure 23-24  As before. 
Measure 25  Part I brush hands together 2x. 
Measure 26  Part I place hands on hips. 
Measure 27-28  Part II repeats what Part I just did. 
Measure 29-32  Everyone slowly lift hands forward, palms up, showing Santa’s  
   bag filling. 
Measure 33-34  Face left, right hand to inside corner of mouth as if telling a secret. 
Measure 35-36  Face right, left hand to inside corner of mouth as if telling a secret. 
   Part II does the same pattern when they begin singing. 
Measure 37-38  Part I, present hands high, palms out and hold.  Part II will do this  
   on Measure 38 after completing their movements, echoing Part I. 
Measure 39-40  Same as before. 
Measure 41-44(45) Grab Kazoos, place elf hats on head (if not already) and look busy  
   and cute!  Maybe everyone could turn and face away from   
   audience and wiggle about while doing this.  Turning around at  
   Measure 45 ready to play kazoos. 
   Play kazoos as directed then repeat movement as before when  
   singing. 
Measure 46-47  Hands on belly, bouncing and looking around to fellow singers. 
Measure 48-49  Same as before and simply hold last position. 
 
 
 


